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W. G. Ashmore, of Greenville, was
selected Editor-in-Chief of THE TIGER for the next year by the staff
and Board of Student Publications a
few days ago, and will succeed the
retiring editor, J. E. Baker, with the
appearance of this issue.
His very
capable assistants will be E. J. Adams,
of Birmingham, Alabama, as Associate
Editor, and P. M. Parrott, of Sumter, as Business Manager.
The other staff appointments made
at this time are as follows:
V. R. Coggins
Managing Editor
J. L. O. Foster
Managing Editor
W. L. Leverette
Athletic Editor
E. L. Morris
Exchange Editor
C. P. Walker
Y. M. C. A. Editor
T. M. Watson
Joke Editor
W. H. Padgett
Circulation Manager
F. L. Prickett
Assoc. Cir. Manager
In selecting the above men as heads
of the various departments in the
publishing of the weekly newspaper,
their qualifications and the general attributes necessary to a successful journalist were carefully considered. Journalistic ability and willingness to work
formed the basis of merit in tryng to
select a staff to publish a paper truly
representative of Clemson.
Ashmore has proved by his work as
a staff reporter during the past year
that he is fully capable of assuming
the many responsibilities associated with
his position. His writing ability coupled
with his qualifications as a capable executive indicates that The Tiger is assured of a most successful year.
Adams possesses al lthe qualifications
of making Ashmore a most capable
associate.
He has also shown commendable writing ability, and has been
a most dependable reporter since beginning his work last year with a high
recommendation from the English Department.
P. M. Parrott has served as Associate Business Manager during the
past year under J. P. Littlejohn, and
shows promise of making a very good
executive in performing the work necessary to the financing of the publication.
In the past, there has been only
one man on the staff as Managing
Editor, but this department has been
increased to two men. This increase
is due to the work requiring much more
time than one man can afford to perform in addition to his scholastic work.
In the capacity of Managing Editors
the new staff has V. R. Coggins, of
Spartanburg, and J. L. O. Foster, of
Chesnee. These men have demonstrated
that they possess all the qualifications
of making a good pair to supervise
the duties of management.
For the first time, a Sophomore has
this year been elected Athletic Editor.
W. L. Leverette, of Columbia, in his
work during the past year so adequately demonstrated his ability r.s a sports
writer that he was elected unanimously
to this post.
E. L. Morris, of Washington, D. C,
as Exchange Editor; C. P. Walker, of
Walhalla, as Y. M. C. A. Editor; and
Continued on page two)

Winners Will Fight P. C. Here
February 5

Captain Heffner's pugilists swung
into action last Saturday night in five
stiff bouts of fast competition, seeking
the wins in order to fight aganst the
invaders from Presbyterian College on
February 5. Several of the bouts reached a speed that resembled conference
competition and not merely an intrasquad affair.
The fighters seem to be in good
shape and are pointing toward the
P. C. fracas with a definite purpose.
Under the tutelege of Captain Heffner
several new men have come to the
forefront this season who will no
doubt be heard from later on. Thru
all the training and competitive season there has been a constant changing in the Captain's weight representatives which has served to keep the
competition keen and the fighting of
the highest order.
Tn the first of the elimination bouts
Lide (118) and Sloan (119) flyweights,
Lide was the agressor, carrying the
fight for the most part. Sloan took a
lot of punishment, and Lide won on
decision.
Moore (128) and Cowherd (129)
featherweights, mixed it rather well.
Cowherd was bleeding from a left to
the head as the bout ended.
Moore
won on decision.
In the lightweight class, Sloan (139)
defeated Blitch (139) by stagging a
comeback in the last two rounds.
Blitch took the first easily by virtue
of his peculiar weaving motion which
baffled Sloan. Both missed frequently.
In the welterweight group, Bane
(148) won from Bannister (149) in
the fastest fight of the evening. They
mixed it well and at times a knockout seemed inevitiable.
In the concluding bout Cannon (168)
won from Megginson (172) on decision. Both sought head punches and
seeemed reluctant to carry the fight.
The Tigers meet the leatherpushers
from P. C. here next Friday night.
This college always 'brings a husky
aggregation to the fray and about
twelve bouts are scheduled. Seven of
these will be regulation and about
five demonstration fights. Judging from
the interest shown last Saturday nite,
quite a crowd will be on hand to witness these affairs.—E. J. A.

The Sophomore Ball on the evening of January 29 proved to be one
of the most enjoyable dances of the
year, and despite the very unfavorable
Complete
Reorganization
of weather, was one of the most widely
Personnel is Made
attended occasions held at Clemson
1 during the New Year. It will not be
At a meeting of members of the hard for the throng of happy dancers
Jungaleer Orchestra held last week, to remem'ber this joyous event.
The Carolina Gamecocks were on
it was decided that a complete reorganization was necessary for the hand, and gave the dance a flying
orchestra to continue, and Bill Scha- start with a series of selections all
chte, one of last year's members was done in the world's warmest harmony.
Buster and his Boys contributed a
elected leader.
For some time the orchestra has: great deal in no small way to the
been slipping from>athe high position. merriment and mirth of the multitude
formerly held in public opinion, but | of dancers with their amusing skits
all indications are that the newly re- ,and antics. His waltzes made the noorganized outfit will surpass all form- break dances the most momentous mier successes. A large number of the nutes of the dance.
The scintillating flash of the varilatest dance hits have been ordered,
and regular practice is scheduled to colored spot lights silhouetted the couples in all the hues of the rainbow
start at an early date.
The personnel of the new edition of with many fanciful effects, • and the
the Jungaleers consists of the following mirrored sphere reflecting these hues
men: Bill Schachte, Bill Burns, and from a sky of iridescent bulbs formed
Dilly Barnes, sax team; Bill Bowles a splendid spectacle of unusual beauty.
and Bruce Salley, trumpets; George I The low glow of the lights added to
Deadwyler, trombone; Russ Wait, ban- ithe comfort of the dancers, and aided
jo; Perry Wilson, drums; Jesse James, in reducing the appearance of immensibass horn; Al Rollins, piano; and Flet- ty of the Gym. The lighting effects
helped to make the picture of the
cher Talley, violin.
dance a very beautiful tableau.
The floor was constantly filled with
the carefree dancers between the hours
Discusses Evolution of South
of ten and three, o'clock excepting for
the short intermission. The gray clad.
Carolina up to Present

Much interest is being shown by
the cadets this season in the rifle team
try-outs; about twenty-five men are
firing regularly on the, indoor subcaliber range every afternoon.
Many of these new-comers who
were novices in the use of a rifle
when they first turned out for practice have improved their scores so
greatly that many of the regulars are
beginning to doubt the security of
their berths on the team.
During the past week part of the
Fourth Corps Match was fired. Firing
from the prone position has been completed and the sitting position is now
in order.
A number of shoulder-to-shouldei
matches have been tentatively arranged ;
matches will be held with teams from
the Citadel, Wofford, Presbyterian College, and possibly Davidson.
Captain Kron is coaching the team
and urges any man to try out for it
who thinks that he might have some
ability as a future sharp-shooter.
—W. G. A.

EOLOGICAL HISTORY
RELATED BY CALHQUN

CLEMSON CADET WINS

Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Professor of
Geology and Mineralogy and nationally
recognized in geological history and
survey, addressed the chapel assembly
last Thursday on the geological history of South Carolina. He gave a
hasty view of the disastrophatic movements which resulted in moving the
coast line from around Columbia to
its present location at Charleston. The
same movements which caused this
phenomena was the source of the Appalachian chain rising for its third
and present time.
The South Carolina area of soil
and rock, from Walhalla and the western border down to Columbia is the
most ancient of all land in the world.
A small piece of metamorphic rock,
exhibited by Dr. Calhoun represented
the oldest substance in the world, its
age varying around a billion years
more or less.
(Continued on page six)
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Suggs Will Get Trip to Washington as Prize
With a record yield of one hundred
and twenty bushels of corn per acre
last year on a three acre vocational
project, L. D. Suggs, Jr., Clemson student from Loris, Horry county, has
just been declared winner of the Statewide corn contest conducted jointly by
the Chilean Nitrate of Soda Educational Bureau and the State Department
of Education. He will receive a ten
day educational trip to Washington
next June as the contest prize. This
yield of one hundred and twenty bushels per acre is the highest made by
a State Winner in three years. The
average yield of corn over the state
is about sixteen bushels per acre. Suggs
is a member of the Freshman Class
and a student of Agriculture.

TIGERS DROP FAST
GAME TO FURMAN

the title of'

the Snapshot Section of TAPS is being sought by the TAPS
Staff.
AH cadets are eligible to compete, and enter as many

Hurricane Scores Decisively in
Last Minute Rally

Joe Davis' revamped aggregation of
judged from basketeers displayed their best form of
the season in the Feld House January
the standpoint of originality.
All suggestions should be sent to ED MORRIS in Room 30, and battled on even terms for 35
minutes ibefore the largest crowd of
139 and should be written t>" notebook paper.
The contest
the season, but the Furman Hurricane
closes midnight February 29.
(Continued on page 5)

suggestions as they wish.

Suggestions will be

spent the entire evening greeting
and meeting friends from all over the
state. There were about one hundred
young ladies attending the dance as
guests of the cadets.
The dance was splendidly received
by the guests of the Sophomores. Nothing had been spared which would
assure the comfort and enjoyment of
the guests, and that is accountable
largely for the success of the affair.
The many who attended the dance
will long remember the pleasurable entertainment so cheerfully provided by
the Sophomore Dancing Club.
—V. R. C.

TAPS NOW READY
TOJiOTO PRESS
Should be Completed by
March 15
According to B. E. B. Snowden,
editor-in-chief of TAPS, the yearbook
should be in the hands of the cadets
by March 15. The early completion of
work of publishing the annual is due
to careful planning and a great amount
of consistent work.
A statement was made by the engraver to the effect that the snapshot
section far surpassed similar features
appearing in the yearbooks of America's foremost colleges and universities.
A group of twelve Juniors are apprenticing the work of the Senior staff
in preparing themselves as candidates
for positions on next year's TAP'S
staff.—E. L. M.
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would have us believe, but rather the fact arises that when
these international parties are given and millions are spent,
it seems the "rich uncle" foots the bill. For half the money
our learned representatives literally gave to the allies we
could stage a first class war and perhaps emerge in a much
sounder economic position than now, but the fact remains
that the eleven billion dollars was taken from the citizens
of the United States in the shape of taxes and used to make
the European nations reestablish faith in Santa Claus.
There is not a real American man who would not be
glad to fight again were the call to be made, he realizes
first duty and is always ready, but after the next war is
over, it is to be hoped that the millions who fought and who
likewise pay taxes to support a few dozen representatives in
Washington, will demand that reparations, like charity, begin
at home, and that out of the eleven billions the U. S. Government loaned to the allies in the past war, a few dollars may
be applied to the preservation of America's homesteads.
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EDITORIAL
A NEW STAFF
Headlines spread the news to the readers of THE TIGER
that a new staff will take over the responsibilities of the
publication following the appearance of this issue. This midterm election of a new staff was originated several years ago
so that the new staff might have available the services of the
old staff as advisors and not have to begin a term with no
assistance from anyone.
The new staff is presented after a very careful consideraon of each man with attention being focused on his past
work with THE TIGER, the responsibility he will face as head
of a department, and his ability to capably assume this responsibility. This staff has all the qualifications of a wellrounded team that will enthusiastically cooperate to carry on
the publishing of THE TIGER.
It is easily realized that the incentive to journalistic
work is not great at Clemson. Primarily a school of technology, there is a tendency toward over-specialization among
the students, and journalism only appeals to those few who
feel inclined to carry on the work of publishing a school
newspaper just because of their personal interest and what
might be termed "a love for the game". Under the circumstances it is hard to pick from the available small number
or reporters and associates in the various departments, a
group thoroughly representative of such a cosmopolitan group
as presented by a corps of cadets twelve-hundred strong.
However, it is believed that the men under whose guidance
THE TIGER will continue to roar his weekly resume of activities at Clemson, comprise a staff that will prove by its
integrity and ability to be one of credit to both the publication
and the school.

EDUCATION vs. IGNORANCE
It is to be wondered whether or not Shakespeare realized
the real caliber of his philosophy. In Macbeth he wrote this
line, "The instruments of darkness tell us truths, win us with
honest trifles, and betray us in the deepest consequence."
Perhaps he had moral purpose in this quotation, but today
it has a larger economic mein than he ever anticipated. China's
instrument of darkness has been neglect of correct education
and as a result the failure to provide even an instinctive feeling of self-protection among its masses. It is a pity to see the
complete disregard which mind pays to matter in some cases,
especially when both systems happen to be human beings who
were produced theoretically equal by the powers of the generation.
The Sino-Japanese situation is one that demands at
least the American spirit of "watchful waiting" and should
inspire the leaders of this nation to exert some sort of interference before the world is involved in another turmoil at our
expense. Not that a war would be the scourge that pacifist*

One of the leaders of the national W. C. T. U. recently made tn«s
statement in a Southern newspaper
that colleges were "dryer" as a result of the •prohibition law.
She
perhaps was in college in the olden
days when the brass rail wag In
vogue and knows the alcoholic conditions as they were then.
She
has evidently failed to make a stud}
of the present conditions If she i»
convinced of her statement. It is a
definite fact that only those Wm.
want to drink will buy the beverages. It is also a definite (fact thax
beverages
are
available
in
no
scarcity whatsoever, (such as the>
are) and that the greatest effect
the prohibition has had is to lowei
drinkers standard and flood rn«.
country with both local and foreign
liquors of inferior grade. The famous Mrs. Moody had the rlgnt
.dea: "drown the bootlegger with
beer".
The country has iplenty of
hard liquors; what the wets should
howl for is the light wines and
beers, so that ithe ipartaker 'has at
least an even chance to live.
Again the famous state university
becomes famous through the columns of its scholastic mouthpiece.
A man wished to advertise his prize
stags, pullets and cocks through this
organ of advancement of a bigger
and better poultry movement. There
is just one fly
in
the ointment,
however.
The would-be-advertiser
stated that his birds weTe descendants of a long line of champions
and had been winners of two and
three battles.
Surely .he did not
wish to advertise such fine victors
In such alien atmosphere aa surrounds the Gamecock.
The discontinuation of the tradlditional Junior-Senior banquet has
caused considerable comment, both
pro and con. The fact remains that
it is a step 'towards economy and
was done with all the intentions of
betterjng, or preserving, the precariousrious financial condition of many
;adets. Inasmuch at it was a stuent tradition, however, and one of
i. few that has been diligently preserved, we feel that the opinion of
the student body should have been
considered, for after all, no one
knows just what we can afford aa
well as ourselves. At any rate, the
the frequenters of the picture show
make us wonder just wtiere the depression had hidden itself.
It seems, that in the event of the
continued suspension of the JuniorSenior affair, that a limited series
of mid-term dances might be inaugurated at Clemson.
At an affair
of this kind, the student who feels
he cannot afford to participate, is

in no way bound, by tradition, convention or custom
to
attend.
A
group of three dances would hardij
bring
on
a
social-over-ernphasLs
opinion, or purge us too deeply in
the throes of moral degradation, as
some seem to think.
Wonder how these sweet pacifistpeople would feel if they all had to
swap places with the Americans in
Shanghai? With Japanese bombs bursting all about them, would they still
regret that the Pacific fleet had not
been turned into ferry-boats and the
marines into farm-boys? And another
thing, what has become of all the peace
pledges and such-like junk that so
cluttered the Tiger mail a few weeks
ago? The "Yellow-Peril" is not very
likely to become perilous to the Unitea
States or any other strong white nation for a number of decades yet—
except for the lately acquired Manchuria, Japan has no mportant source
of raw supplies and neither has she
any credit, both of which are necessary
for a prolonged conflict.
And yet at the first scent of danger
the rabbit runs into his hole.
The rear of barracks which used to
be something of an eyesore, has been
transformed into a spot of beauty which
almost rivals the front campus in landscaping.
The steps down to the laundry is
one of the most useful improvements
which has been made to the campus in
quite a while. The freshman class of
this year doesn't know what fun their
predecessors of other years had sliding
and slithering down a red mucky incline before daybust on a raw sleety
winter morning while loaded to the
hilt with laundry.
And then the odd angles and small
areas at road junctions and similar
spots about the campus have been
beautified by the artificial but artistic
hand of man until they are among the
most pleasing and lasting inpressions
of the campus which a visitor receives.
There is one more place connected
with the school which we sincerely
hope that the landscaping committee
will get a chance to "do its stuff to''
as soon as it is convenient.
That
place is the drab disagreeable area
about the new field house. Aside from
the area directly alongside the highway,
this part of the campus is probably
seen by more people than any other
part. And then too, the girls attending
the dances here probably do not enjoy
walking through red mud in white
satin slippers. No doubt this is part
of the program planned for the beautification of the campus, but a number
of times we have heard regrets expressed among members of the student body
that the matter has not already been
attended to.
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•Now that the time has come for the
old order to give over to the new, I
find that writing a swan-song is going
to be more difficult than I had expected. I am not going to write concerning the mistakes I've made. They
were evident at the time. Nor do 1
intend to write at length upon the favorable Comment and letters this column
has received, other than to thank those
whose comments were an encouragement toward better writing. There rs
a great deal of satisfaction in picking
up THE TIGER on Wednesday night
and finding one's own column glaring
from its pages. There is a still greater
satisfaction in knowing that there arc
some few who look forward to one's
column, doubtless for personal reasons.
It is that handful of faithfuls that have
supplied me with an inspiration for
more thoughtful writing.
Should .the new staff permit, I shall
from time to time write a column, in
which I hope there will be found something of interest to Clemson men. In
such a column I shall not write of
drunkards
(even satirically), handsome men, nor even men of great virile strength, for anyone can write pointed, revengful remarks in a column.
And besides, no one cares "what we
believe", even though the above topics
are handled by men who apparently
write from experience.
To the new staff, and especially to
Ed. Morris who is to conduct this
column, I extend best wishes for success. I have no advice to offer, since
each writer must work out his owr
policy. In closing, I want to leave tht
following thought for the new stafl:
TRY AND COLLECT
The world owes you success and joy;
The world owes you respect,
And all you've got to do, my boy,
Is hustle and collect.—Brown.
And so, ladies and gentlemen, this
is Station OHG signing off, until—
well, I'll be seeing you.
Perhaps the recent developments in
the Sino-Japanese situation will convince the American Student Pacifists
that it is high time they returned to
their books instead of worrying their
brains over disarmament.
A we undertsand it, the new game
law in Tennessee permits women to
hunt and fish without a liscense. It's
gonna be a hard season on the cows
and minnows.
The Gamecock suggests that the
girls should cooperate with their boyfriends on the expenses incurred by a
date. It's a good old Scotch custom
that ought to go good during this period of "nickle-nursing prosperity."
Electricity from peanut shells is
the method proposed for lighting a
town in South Africa. Ain't that the
NERTS?
NEW TIGER STAFF
IS ANNOUNCED
(Continued from page one)
T. M. Watson, of Spartanburg, as
Joke Editor, have all had experience
in these various departments and each
has proved himself adapted to his
respective type of work.
W. H. Padgett, of Jacksonboro, assisted by F. L. Prickett, of St. Matthews, will head the Circulation Department. Both of these men have been in
this department for a year, and are
already familiar with the duties connected with this post.
These selections do not include all
the associates in all the departments,
but all other vacancies will be filled
by the new editor from recommendations from the retiring members of
the staff and the English Department.
The Reporting Staff will consist almost entirely of Sophomores recommended by the English Department on
merit of the work they have performed
under members of the faculty and the
journalistic possibilities they show. The
selection of the remainder of the staff
will be announced in next week's issue.
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NEW COURSES OFFERED
IN ENGINEERING DEPT.

jy&ms

AERODYNAMICS

In the schools of Electrical and
COMPANY

SENIOR NIGHT
Plans are being made for the an-

BASKETBALL

Company basketball is going at full

swing in the Y. M. C. A. gym every
afternoon and night. A great deal of
According to present plans the en- interest and pep has been displayed by
tertainment will be held on the even every company, which has resulted in
ing of February 13 between the hours some hard fought and exceedingly exof 8:30 and 11:30. The program this citing games.
nual Senior 'Night at the Y. M. C. A.

year will be somewhat different from

The company games will be played
As according to schedule up to March,
usual a picture show will be run for if at that time it is agreeable with
the seniors and their guests, but instead the teams the schedule will be closed
and the tournament to determine the
of the regular program of entertainRegimental Championship Team will
ment, a program in which all the peo- be played. Every company taking part
ple present will take part is being in the scheduled games will be entered
planned. The general idea about which in the tournament regardless of games
the program is to be centered is a Leap won or lost. Now is the time to> get
your team in shape for the tournament
Year Valentine's party, and a number
so keep posted as to when you are
of interesting games are being planned.
scheduled to play.
All seniors are urged to make dates
the usual form of entertainment.

for Senior night.
may

also

invite

The Y. M. C. A.
a

few

girls

from

neighboring towns.
All underclassmen are requested to
leave the Y. M. C. A. building exclusively

to

the

seniors

and

their

guests on the evening of Feb. 13.

VESPER SERVICE

JUNIOR

COUNCIL

The Junior council met in the cabinet room of the Y. M. C. A. Thursday
night. The meeting was cut somewhat
short because of the Junior class meeting. J. K. Bishop led the devotional.
O. B. Garrison, H. J. Webb, and E.
W. Bigger were elected delegates to
the Y. M. C. A. convention to be held
in Charlotte on February 16.
The
meeting was then adjourned as there
was no further time for the regular
discussion.—W. J. B.

M. E. 50.5 is a comprehensive
though hrief study of the practical
(application of the principal of thermodynamics to refrigeration. It also presents a general survey of the
methods uSed in commercial practice.

The class will he conducted under the tutelage of Prof. J. H. Sams,
Jr., who received his Bachelor 01
Science degree
from
Clemson In
192 4 and two years later the degree
of Electrical Engineer from Cornell
University.

of 1926, who has been designer at the
Erlanger Cotton Mills, Erlnager, N. C,
was recently promoted to the position
of overseer of weaving at the Erlanger Mills.

TAU BETA PI vs PHI PSI

The smoke
you like .. .Is
the smoke she
likes for youi
"I like to see a man smoke a pipe!"
You've heard your own girl say it,
perhaps. You're sure to hear it wherever
girls get together.
They puff away
at our cigarettes.
But they like to see
us have a go at the
"strong.silentman's
, smoke"—a com/ panionable, time™
proven pipe.
There is someShe likes you to smoke thing Satisfying
a pipe
about a pipe. It's a
slow, reflective, hard-thinking smoke
—or a calm, relaxing, restful smoke.
The hunter'r ~moke, the fisherman's
smoke, the engineer's smoke—a man's
smoke, through and through.
And pipe smokers who knoT. Jheir
fine tobaccos tell you there's no blend
quite like the fine
selected burleys of
Edgeworth — the
favorite tobacco in
42 out of 50 leading
colleges.
Do try Edgeworth. Perhaps you will
like it as well as
A pipe is ati
most men seem
* *fv™o
to. Edgeworth is at your dealer's. Or
send for free sample if you wish. Address Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d
Street, Richmond. Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Er' worth anywhere in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. All
sizes, 15$! pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.

Thursday night at 7:2o in the Y
A meeting of prospective students
for this course held after chapel gym the Engineers of Tau Beta Pi
on January 26 revealed many w&o will battle the Textiles of Phi Psi
were gratifyingly enthusiastic and in a basketball game that promises to
Just try it again in a different way, who expressed the hope this would be a real treat.
The Engineers have such men as
For it depends upon how you start. prove a successful forerunner of a
school of Aeronautical Engineering Johnstone, Sander, Hill, and Sartor;
while the Textiles will depend on FriAnd sometimes a failure is best, dear here at Clemosn.
dy, Baker, Weston and Fisher.
lad,
To keep you from being too sure;
&M^$M$M^$M$M$M$M^^$M$*$>^M$M>*<» ^►♦^^►^^^►^^►^♦^►^^►^♦^♦^
Success which is built on defeat, you

which these problems could be solved—
1. Fight: No iea can be perma- Oh, it's easy to be a starter, lad,
But are you a sticker, too ?
nently suppressed by these means.
You
may think it is fun to begin a
2. Compromise: This is also dantask,
gerous as one party is often not fulAre you game to see it thorugh?"
ly satisfied.

The address aws ended with a plea
that we try this last plan and put into
it al Jthe fervor that we put into the
last war.—W. J. B.

are confronted with the glad tidings that after a cessation of several years M. 'E. 50.5, a course in
refrigeration, will once more be offered for elective credit this second semester.
The resumption of
Refrigeration and the installation
of Simple Aerodynamics present two
attractive courses to prospective engineers.
These two together form
electives closely correlate the mechanical and the electrical courses
of study and which have important
bearing on the economic and, engineering development of the nation today.

WITH THE ALUMNI

3. The policy of self-resistance as
typified by Gandhi in India. The sucknow,
cess of this plan remains to be seen.
Wil lofttimes longest endure.
4. Socialism as typified zy Lenin
in Russia. This may be promoted in 'Tis the sticker who wins in the battwo ways—by force in revolution or
tle of life,
by demonstration.
While the quitter is laid on the
shelf;
5. The plan of racial equality as
You are never defeated, remember this,
typified in Sun-Yat-Sen of China.
Until you lose faith in yourself.
Then he mentioned four ways by

3. Domination: This is possible
but does not respect personal rights.
4. Previous experiences: In which
the question is settled in favor of all
concerned.

Mechanical and Electrical seniors

Two credit hours will be allowed
for Refrigeration, the class houra
being at nine o'clock on Tuesday
This course embraces a short his- and Thursday. The class is to be
conducted hy Prof. D. E. Shenk in
tory of the development of aviaRoom 116, Riggs Hall.
tion.
It includes an elementary
study of airfoil, types) of resistances,
encountered, design of the propeller, the complete aeroplane in brief
detail, stability and problems surPICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
rounding it, the control surfaces,
performance under varying weather
J. C. Childers, graduate of the
February 4, Seth Parker in 'Way and climatic conditions, and dynam- Clemson Textile Department, class of
ic loads.
1931, who has had practical experience
Back Home."
at the Judson Mill, Greenville, S. C,
February 5, "Wicked", Elissa Landi
In addition to the regular class- and at the Gossett Mills, Anderson,
room work a semester problem in S. C, has recently accepted the position
and McLaglen.
detail dealing with the performance of designer with the Erlanger Cotton
February 6, "Men of Chance"
analysis of an aeroplane following
February 8 and afternoon of FebMill, Erlanger, N. C.
the elementary problems will be reruary 9, "Are These Our Children?"
quired. The text is Simple AerodyNight of February 9 and February namics and the schedule is WednesR. H. Hope, graduate of the Clem10, Jean aHrlow in "Platinum Blond". day and Friday at 11 o'clock.
son Textile Department of the class

Vepper esrvices were held at the
regular time Sunday evening. The
speaker of the evning, Mr. W. P.
Stone, was introduced by Wallace FriSTRAY THOUGHT'S
dy. Mr. Stone is on the faculty of
the Y. M. C. A. Graduate school at
"Oh, it's easy to be a starter, lad,
Nashville, Tenn.
but are you a sticker, too?
His talk brought out the five ideas "lis tun oittimes to begin a thing,
of present day existance—
But harder to see it through.
1. Self-determination of interests
as typified by Woodrow Wilson in the If you've failed sometimes when you
U. S. This idea, though only an ideal,
did your best
is apt to prove dangerous.
Don't take it too much to heart;
2. The benevolent autocracy as typified by Mussolini in Italy.
This is
based on the supposition that some
men are born to rule and others to

Mechanical
Engineering
a
new
course has been inaugurated beginning this semester.
The subject is
Mechanical Engineering 58 and Is a
condensed, though inclusive, study
in aerodynamics. Strictly speaking,
it is intended as an elective for seniors in Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering but certain juniors by
dint of their
highy satisfactory
scholastic records will be permitted
to enroll. M. E. 58 ordinarily will
demand Mechanics 31 and 32 as
prerequisites and 'will be offered only during the second semester.
It
carries two semester hours of credit, no classroom laboratory being
stipulated.

REFRIGERATION

THREP.

INCOMING MAILS
Mails will be distributed into
post office boxes ati the following
times:
8:00 A.M. from East, North and
■South Carolina
11:40 A.M. from West
1:00 P.M. from South. Carolina
3:00 P.M. from West
4:30 P.M. from North, East and
South Carolinia

OUTGOING MAILS
The mail must be in the post
office at the following times to
be put into the dispatch:
6:U0 A.M. for West
10:30 A.M. for all directions
11:30 A. M. for Seneca, Walhalla
and Anderson
1:45 P.M. for North and South
Carolina
2:45 P.M. for all directions
8:00 P.M. for all directions.
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business^ was transacted.

The climax

of the evening was an address on TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
JUNIOR PLATOON MEN "Tolerance"
by Professor Klugh. The
address was based on the Golden Rule
PROMOTESRESEARCH
and its applications today. After this
RECEIVE RRONZE RARS the
refreshments were served and the

iDr. Rock Calhoun—Give me the
■She—I'd toe ashamed to tie a
great big strong man like you and number of tons of coal shipped from
the United States in any year.
ask for money.
He—So I am, ma'am, but once 1
Reuben Seigel—149 2, None.
got two years for taking it withO. H. Green—1 heard an owl in
out asking.
the woods last night.
—\
C. T. S. Wilburn—Well, it wasn't
Letter:
Dear Doc: I don't go to church. my girl.
Operator—Number, please.
The first time I went they threw
Drunk at pay-station—Number,
water on me; the second time I
went they tied a woman to me roi hell. I want my peanuts.
life.
According to Dr. R. E. Rogers,
Answer:
Yes, and the third time you go of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, "The college girl is
they will throw dirt on you.
inclined to be sloppy—the more
Rev. Crouch—With what weapon educated she is, the sloppier she
did iSamson slay the thousand Phil- usually is".—Well, now ain't that
somp'n?—E. L. M.
istines ?
Cadet—"With the Axe of the AposProf. Lane—We will next take
tles.
the tenses. If I say, 'I am handProf—Well, there's one comfort, some.' What tense is that?
they say at forty a man's either a
Rat Neal—(Pretense.
fool or a physician.
Cadet—And are a physician?
Yea, this is the fifty acre estate
of my new sweetie.
Prof.—No.
No wonder you worship the dirt
Cadet—Oh!
she walks on.
Customs
Official—Anything
to
Rat—You see, professor, I'm just
declare, Madam?
a poor boy trying to get ahead.
Lady—No, nothing.
C. O.—Then, madam, am I to
Frof—That's fine you need one.
take it that the fur tail I see hanging down unde yourr coat is your
Foreman—Now hurry up, can't
you!
own?
BUT.
Laborer—All right, Boss
And is your daughter happily Rome wasn't built in a day.
Foreman—No, perhaps not. But
married?
Oh, yes. He husband is scared to I wasn't foreman on that job.
death of her.
Weston—Gee, I'm starving for
—t
Tom Shippey—Say, what is am your kisses.
Girl—Well, control yourself, I'm
operetta?
Big Rubin—Don't be foolish, that no quick lunch counter.
is a girl who works for the telephone company.
Say, don't toe in such a hurry:
Are you one of those 'kiss and rum'
Prof. Shenk—And your brother, fellows?
who was trying to get that governYeah, kiss and rlin a temperature
ment job, what is he doing now?
Forbes—Nothing.
He got the
Hostess—Do you know what you
job.
I are doing -when you're full of
liquor?
Lady—I want a curling iron and
Soldier—Sure. I'm having a hella bottle of carbolic acid.
uva good time.
Clerk—What's the big idea?
Lady—II'm going to curl up ana
Gal—Believe me. I cursed the
day I was born.
die.
Barkeeper—That's funny. I dla
Jess Neely has had some trouble not curse 'till I was a year old.
with our two Scotch basketball
players. They turned in their uniHe—1S0 you think now would be
forms because they couldn't shoot a good time to speak to your father.
all the free throws.
She—Yes, he's got his shoes off.
Bob Miller— What happens to
So you left your husband because
football players when they hav« he's a sound sleeper?
bad eyes?
Yes, I couldn't stand the sound.
Charlie Moss—They make a referee out of him.
Vic. F.—What do you mean you
Halley Tosis—Did you get the
thrill you expected when you went are getting rid of your girl because
to Chicago and got shot at by of cold weather?
Rat—She stayed cold weather 1
gangsters?
Addie iNoyd—No, the most fam- kissed her or not.
ous gangsters were in prison.
■

\

Father—1 saw you give that expressman
three kisses in a row.
Snooper—Madam, it's even unDaughter—They were not. They
lawful to have a liquor container
were all in one spot.
about the house.
Wife—My goodness!
Does that
mean I will have to get rid of my
husband?

Look! That fullback is all alone
in the backfield.
They must have decided to let
(She—I notice you have a little him shift for himself.
Scotch in you.
Drunk—How wouldja like to have
He—I have a little, but I didn't
a little drink, stranger?
think anyone could smell it.
Clergyman—No, thanks, I never
He—Ho wdid you get that cute lit- touch the vile stuff.
Drunk—Shay, don't try to kid me,
tle round mouth, honey?
She—From saying no to the other you gotcha collar on backward right
now.
boys.

Members of last year's Junior Platoon a few days ago received bronze
bars commemorating their proficiency in
close order drill during the six weeks
of R. O. T. C. training at Fort McClellan last summer. The Clemson unit
defeated all competing platoons from
the entire Fourth Corps Area, the finals
ending with a hard won victory over
Clemson's traditional rival, the Citadel.
The bars bear the inscription, "Fourth
Corps Area Championship Drilled Platoon". The medal was designed by
Cadet Major J. W. Talbert who was
commander of the platoon.—E. L. M.

TIGER

BROTHERHOOD

HOLDS

REGULAR MEETING

The Tiger Brotherhood held its
regular meeting in the clubroom under
the third barracks Wednesday night.
Although the meeting had been post
poned several times due to exams and
athletic contests, one of the largest
crowds that had been present for some
time was in attendance.
After the meeting had been called
to order by the president, Allan Johnson, the minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved. Plans
were discussed concerning improvements on the club room and the usual

Ciemson Textile Department made
meeting turned into an informal dismany valuable contributions to the
cussion.
Survey of Textile Research recently
issued by the U. S. Institute for Textile Research in cooperation with the
Textile Foundation. Practically all of
the cotton spinning tests listed under
Clemson College as well as those listed under the U. S. Division of Cotton Marketing were compiled and written by HL H. Willis, Director of the
Textile Department, formerly in charge
Versatile Columnist Hailed as of Cotton Spinning Research for the
U. S. Department of Agricuture, DiRadio's 'Blessed Event"
vision of Cotton Marketing.
These
spinning tests were conducted in coopMrs. Winchell's bad little boy,
eration with Clemson College. A numWalter—known as "Gossip's Greatest American"—or vice and verse ber of these reports that should be of
interest to manufacturers are listed on
ah, is now "telling all' over the
radio,
having
recently "middle- pages 10, 12, 14, and 15 of the Suraisled" it with the sponsors of the vey of Textile Research, Revised edition, December 20, 1931, issued by the
Lucky Strike Dance Hour—promising to be very, very bad throughout all of the programs, for a favorite rhythms that are desired
limited period of four weeks.
after "little boy peep" has stopWalter introduces the various ped for breath, Gus Arnheim and
dance bands that are heard on these his orchestra are playing once a
thrice weekly programs—a delight- week from Los Angeles And, of
ful band each period, playing from course, there's the quickened temwhere ever it's getting its mail pos of Andy Sanella's Orchestra
at the moment—to say nothing of playing from New York for those
slipping the dear radio public the who want their music like their
very latest "insides" on personali- gossip—"low down".
ties of the "daze".
And Is the
In fact there's never been anymicrophone's face red?
think like it on the radio and alFor those who want waltzes with ready telegrams and letters from
their Winchell, there's Wayne King on the desks of the sponsors, piled
and his Orchestra, floating in from enthusiastic listners may be found
Chicago—or if it's the movie star's way up to here.

WALTER WINGHELL NOW
POPULAR OVER RADIO

But the telephone
conversation must not freeze
A sudden cold snap might seriously interfere with long distance telephone service were
it not for the studies made by Bell System
engineers.
They found that temperature variations
within 24 hours may make a ten-thousandfold
difference in the amount of electrical energy
transmitted over a New York-Chicago cable
circuit! On such long circuits initial energy

is normally maintained by repeaters or amplifiers, installed at regular intervals. So the
engineers devised a regulator—operated by
weather conditions—which automatically controls these repeaters, keeping current always
at exactly the right strength for proper voice
transmission.
This example is typical of the interesting
problems that go to make up telephone work.

BELL SYSTEM
A

NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM

OF

INTER-CONNECTING

TELEPHONES
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TP
Craig put the home team in the FURMAN
FP
(Continued from page one)
FG
TIGERS DROP FAST
lead with a field goal in the first Wells, f
0
6
3
GAME TO FURMAN minute of play and Sherman extended Southern, f
1
2
5
cut loose with a barrage of well- the margin with another toss a few Smith, c
2
3
7
placed shots in the closing minutes of moments later.
It looked like the Adair, g
1
2
5
the rough and tumble struggle and Tigers might have had the game "in Ohlsen, g
1
o
1
were ahead 24-18 when the final whis- the bag", but the Hurricane soon starttle blew.
Totals
ed their gunning and went into the
24
The Clemson team, without the ser- lead following three gift shots and a
vices of Captain Clark and "Footsie" field goal by Southern.
Referee—Touhey, Newberry.
The Tigers
Davis, reached the highest peak as again took the lead towards the lat—E. R. K.
far as form is concerned that they ter part of the first half, but the
have attained this year, and battled Hurricane again wiped it out by the
the Hurricane point for point in this scintillating shooting of Adair and
Did you know that Crip Dargan has
bitter struggle for supremacy between from that time on Dizzy MlcLeod's
the first dollar he ever made?
"BON
S O I R "
these two ancient rivals.
quint was never headed despite the
Say, he must be a thrifty fellow.
The song is ended but the melody lingers on—that is
Wood
and
Craig,
paradoxically constant threat of the Tigers.
'No, he started working yesterday.
the way the writer feels about this column. Nine months and speaking, filled the shoes of Clark and
The game stood 15-14 with six
a day have passed away since he started doling out words in Davis, and how they did fill them. minutes to play and it was at this
Tom Shippey—I met the laziest man
an effort to cuss out, plead with, and inspire the various sport Wood's floor work was superb, and time that Furman staged their rally
the manner in which he handled the and when the smoke cleared away the in the world today.
aggregations to "get the lead out", and nine months and a ball was in a large way responsible
Rat—Oh, Yeah? How does it feel
were on the short end of a
day his efforts seem to have fallen on deaf ears. With such for many of the Tiger scores. The Felines
to be ex-champion ?
24-18 count.
a perponderance of evidence staring him in the face the defensive work of Craig was as outNeither team made a substitution
writer begins to wonder why he ever assumed the respon- standing as any man on the floor.
during the entire game so close was
Col. Munson—Say sir to me when
At times the game had all the ear- the play, and it would be impossible
sibility of such a thankless task. However, there is a school
you speak. No what's your name?
marks of a football contest. Possessin which only one class of people can learn, and this writer ion of the ball the was vital thing in to pick any individual starts from
Charlie-—-Sir Charlie Moss.
believes he has met the requirements with a "magna cum this game and many times during the either team. They were all great.
CLEMSON
FP
FG
TP
Sophomore—What's a comet?
laude" degree.
forty minutes of play were three or Sherman, f
1
3
Rat—A star with a tail on it.
7
Be that at it may, my newly indicated successor will strive four men sprawled over the hardwood Simmons, f
1
2
Sophomore—Name one.
4
to fill my shoes (I have the athlete's foot) and keep up with in quest of the elusive sphere. Sher- Craig, c
2
0
Rat—Rin Tin Tin.
4
0
1
1
the facts and foibles of the rising crop of athletes who de- man and Ohlsen seemed to be waging Wood, g
an individual performance in this reo
2
2
Before your marriage you had your
serve publicity. So ring in the new editor and "Bon Soir". spect, and their constant flounderings Calhoun, g
mind set on a home, hey?
vance to within shooting distance of brought forth repeated howls of glee
Totals
18
Yes, and I've just found out the girl
SPORTS PICKING UP
the goal. Then too, they showed lit- from the excited fans.
I married hasn't got one.
The Tiger of Clemson sports last tle or no competency in getting the
week aroused from a week of hiberball off the backboard after missing
HMSHW mmmm
nation to fill his jungle lair with the a shot, the ball nearly always passing lar game, although the periods will be
IMMM
shorter than the regular length.
roar of feverish activity in a widely into the hands of the opposition.
diversified program of athletic trainHowever, another story can be told
a
BOXERS BUSY
ing.
Under the direction of Coach
of the Jungaleers' defense.
Sherman
•Neely and his corps of assistants, the
and Simmons in particular broke thru
The Tiger leatherpushers during the
annual period of spring football traintime after time to intercept Hurricane
last week went through a series of
ing got under way with a rush, while
passes and take the ball.
The fact
elimination bouts which culminated Satthe basketball and boxing squads also
that Ohlsen, veteran hero of many baturday in the field house after the
resumed their daily schedules of work.
W
tles for the Purple, registered not a
nrman game. The advocates of this,
A number of track aspirants, influenced
TAILOR-MADE
IF
YOU
PREFER
single field goal indicates the pressure
'f.e oldest of sports, are facing a
by the spring-like weather, have also
PRICES RANGE FROM
under which he was forced to operate.
heavy schedule which involves four
started getting into shape with short
These facts, accentuated by the
matches within the next three weeks.
workouts on the cinder path.
knowledge that not a single substituSeniors and Juniors buy them on your April Check
The first of this number is with
tion was made and that the Tigers
Presbyterian College at the Clemson
TIGER COURT STERS
New Friendly Fives — New Florsheims
played without the assistance of tfye
field house on Friday night, Febraury
DROP TWO GAMES
veterans, Capt. Clark and Davis, seem
^aElllSMS^millSlSKSjgig^
to prove that Clemson is not lacking
Clemson's basketeers again threw
in the best of material, but needs
their hats into the ring of the state
principally to get it organized into a
court race last Thursday after more
combination which operates with a litthan a week of non-participation. Entle more teamwork and precision of
gaging the Wofford Terriers on the
plays.
home floor, the Bengals presented a
revamped lineup which functioned well
FOOTBALLERS SCRIMMAGE
from a defensive point of view, maintaining a comfortable lead until about
Coach Neely closed the first week of
the middle of the second period when spring football practice last Saturday
the Terriers cut the markin to one by sending the Tigers through a short
point. Just as the game ended, Billy scrimmage. Jess was thoroughly satisCannon, Wofford guard, looped in a fied with the results of the practice
long field toss to give the Methodists and is quite pleased with the general
a one point lead and victory.
spirit in which the boys have carried
On Saturday night the Tigers pit- on the work thus far.
ted still another lineup against Coach
"We're going to have a better team
McLeod's crack bunch of Hurricane than last year, that is certain," Coach
artists.
With two regulars, Captain Neely said. "We're not going to be
Clarke, guard, and "Footsie" Davis, world beaters by any means, but the
center, out of the conflict, threq sopho- men have shown a change in spirit durmores led the Bengals in a fight which ing the spring practice and I believe
took not a little of the wind out of things will be different."
The ONLY genuine Lifetime0 guarantee is
Sheaffer's;
do not be deceived! Other pens may
the vaunted Hurricane's vanity, and
Out of the 30 men working regube guaranteed against defect, but Sheaffer's Lifekept the contest on even terms for larly is expected to come two heavy
5
time is guaranteed against everything excepting
three fourths of the game.
loss for your lifetime. Sheaffer's Lifetime1 pen?
lines and at least two good sets of
from $7; Sheaffer's Feathertouch Lifetime0 pens
backs.
Patterson and Werts are the
from $8; Sheaffer's Autograph Lifetime" with 14TEAMWORK NEEDED
letter men after the end positions, while
karat solid gold band suitable for duplicate of your
Toby and Fellers will strengthen the
actual signature (serving for identification) from
$13.50. Autograph pencils from $9. Other Sheaffer
The spectacular nature of individual team as sophomore ends. For tackles
pens from $3, pencils from $2.50.
performance of
the Tiger quintet Coach Neely has Lewis and Dozier
against Furman was the only thing while McConnell, now a freshman, is
that kept what seemed an exciting, also making a good impression on Jess.
Here's a real news flash from Sheaffer to the college world
closely-fought battle from turning into "Footsie" Davis will be in uniform
certain rout. However well the squad after the basketball season to begin
... announcing, the new Feathertouch point! Speeds classmight have fared, The Clemson team work at his regular tackle berth.
room notes. Fast as greased lightning, in action... as soft
presented absolutely no semblance of
Guard material consists of Proctor,
as a feather in its silk-smooth stroke! Sheaffer designers
teamwork and coordination. The pass- Abell, and Heineman, with several
ing was slow, erratic, and inaccurate. prospects coming up from the freshachieved Double-Control Flow for the first time in any pen!
Many a time when a( swift pass down men. The center position will be coverSpecially treated upper gold section retards the flow to
the court might have netted a basket, ed by either Cummings or Kirkconnell,
heart pierce, forming, reservoir, w'dle platinum - glazed
the ball was passed backward to the erstwhile freshmen.
channel induces just the right flow to iridium point. With
safety man, from which position it Miller, Hook, Lambert, Willimon, and
could not be advanced to within proper Moss are showing up well and the
incredible ease Feathertouch flashes your written "work
range of the goal after the Hurricane starting backfield will probably come
to a quick finish! Now available in all Lifetime0 pens.
players had taken their defensive stan- from this contingent.
M'onts and
ds.
Gilmer, held on the bohunk squad last
Sheaffer First in American Colleges
However true it is that the Furman year, have developed favorably and
A disinterested survey shows Sheaffer first in fountain pen sales in 73 out of tha
aefense was well nigh impregnable, it will be valuable as varsity material.
100 leading American Colleges having a registration of 1700 or more.
is also true that the Tigers put up not Woodward, Stevens, Spearman, and
the slightest vestige of a passing at- McMillan, successful as freshmen playtack.
Even the most perfect defense ers, should make excellent varsity men
can be broken through with fast, snap- if they continue to improve.
SAFETY SKRIP, SKRIPFILLED, 50c up. Carry nonpy passes and a little rapid foot work.
Two or three scrimmages will be
%■*/ PENS-PENCILS-DESK SETSSKRIP ^<^/
leakable Safety Skrip in your
The Bngals had neither though, rely- held this week and on Saturday afpocket or bafe 10 class—protects
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY ■ FORT MADISON.IOWA, U.S.A.
clothes, linens, furniture—keeps
ing principally on lucky breaks to ad- ternoon the Tigers will have a reguAnd All Principal Cities of the World
fluid fresh, making all pens
°Bw. U. S. Pat. Off.
©W. A. S. P. Co..1932
■write better.
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ahead for the good of all concerned.
Lib, please take it back! Think of the
thousands of poor business men on the
brink of financial disaster.
Helen Allen, president of the student government, declared that Leap
Woodward and Dodson Stars Year doesn't do anyone much good,
In Fast Game
except those fortunates born on the
29th of February. Maybe, but who
CLEMSON-WESTERN CAROLINA wants to wait four years for a birthLed by the hawk-eyed Woodward day present, please tell me that?
and the staunch goal defense of Dodson, the Qemson frosh overcame a
three point lead which the Western GEOLOGICAL! HISTORY
Carolina Teachers maintained the enRELATED BY CALHOUN
tire first half of their game Thursday
(Continued from page one)
night, and accumulated enough points

years until Charleston will be an inland city.
It was also explained by the speaker how advantageous it would have
been for some of our present day
men to have been present at the time
of thes giant movements; how civilization would have been benefited, and
how astounding the spectacle would
have been to have beheld the greatest
movements that have ever occured h>
the disposition of this area of sedimentary soil and rock, over ten thousand
feet high and about one hundred feet
wide which now comprises our Coastal Plain area.—E. J. A.

to finish ahead 33-29Starting slow, the game speeded up
in the second canto and had the spectators tense at the finish.
Watson and Buchanan were the big
guns in the fast Tarheel attack.

He— What did King Solomon's
The newspapers of all the Southern
wives say when he asked for a kiss?
Colleges are introducing their new edShe—A thousand times no.
itorial staffs. Here's to a bigger an'4
better year, "literarily" speaking.
Red Fordham— I'll try anything
once except marriage.
She—Why except marriage ?
Cooperate.
Remember the banana.
Red—Becaues I intend to try that
Every time it leaves the bunch it gets
several times.
skinned.—E. L. M.

FROSH DOWN WESTERN
CAROLINAJEDAGOGUES

CLEMSON
Dillard, f
Spearman, f
Swailes, c
Woodward, g
Dobson, g
Yarborough, f
Totals
WES. CAROLINA
Watson, f
Buchanan, f
Cowan, c
Hawkins, g
Fullbright, g
Totals

1

1

4
5

1

TP
5
3
y

0

10

0

0

0

3

0

6

15

3

33

FG

FP

2

1

FG
3
6

FP

Pat Calhoun—Now don't be tou
hard on me, little girl. I have a fine
family tree.
She—Yes, I'll bet it's pretty shady.

I like your taste.
Then how about kissing me again ?
But I never kiss, strangers.
Then let's sit down on the davenport
and get familiar.

Stude—And since you claim the moI suppose you're one of these men.
dern generation is shocking, what do
whose motto is kiss and tell.
you say they are headed for?
Bill Campbell—Sure, Kiss and t'ell
Dr. Daniel—A good speakeasy and
with everything.
a quiet place to park.
Col. Munson—I've been a soldier
in every part of the world and never
been scratched.
Cadet—My, what is this power you
have over women?
Chaperon—See here, youg lady, is
that kiss any better than the one 1
saw you indulge in an hour ago?
Young lady—No, it's the same kiss.

TP

1

v

0

12

2

1

5

1

0

2

1

1

3

13

The formation of the Coastal Plain
area of this state was explained in
the gradual deposition of sediment
which was brought down to the fall
line 'by rivers and glaciers, gradually
reforming the coast until at one time
the coats line was at every spot between Columbia and Charleston. Even
now the same condition prevails, and
it is merely a matter of a few million

First co-ed—Have you hecn out
It This lip stick I've got on is
a novelty.
with the professor lately?
Second co-ed—Not since he started
Joe Weston— Well, the novelty win
doing physical research.
soon wear off.

L<3*

3
29
—E. R. K.
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FAIR SEX EXPRESSES
LEAP YEW OPINIONS
Converse Girls Both Scoff and
Commend Leap Year Custom*
There are opinions and opinions,
and now from the Converse students
come the various and sundry opinions
on Leap \1ear as regarded by the
fairer sex. These opinions have been
awaited longer than the "Chinks" declaration of war on the "Japs" by
the Cadets at Clemson. But have no
fear, young eligibles at Clemson, as
the general opine of these fair ladies
seem to be embued with the modesty
of the Victorian Age, and can be
more easily construed as a peace offering, than as a formal declaration of
an "open season" on defenseless masculinity.
The opinions are very candid and
some of those secured by an enterprising and fearless reporter of the
local newspaper in Spartanburg reveal
many surprising attitudes and intentions regarding Leap Year customs of
womankind. Here are a few and suffice it to say evry, very, good ones.
Hanes Clement, president of the
sophomore class, says, "It's a mighty
fine chance for the old maids if they
happen to be other than bashful."
Atta-girl, Hanes, and you may bet
your last "Brownie" that if they were
educated by Converse, they simply are
not that way.
Mary Stuart Wingo, of the Senior
Class, maintains that a girl may use
a Leap Year proposal as a character
test of her prospects. She says that if
the recipient stutters, turns red, blue,
or maybe even white, and accepts the
proposal, that he will be incorrigibly
hen-pecked in married life. However,
should the recipient shout 'no' and
then propose himself he might do.
There is no doubt that he would do
since the state has built institutions for
men like the one who had the courage
to say 'no' and then complicates matters by doing the same thing himself.
A fit patient for any psycopathic hospital.
Selina Knight says the Leap Year
is nothing more than a topic of conversation and that the girl who takes
advantage of the situation would do
the same thing any other year. Well,
well, and good night if you don't converse, what are you doing over there?
Elizabeth Lyles, a freshie, states that
the year suggests the idea of leaping
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THEY'RE DOTTY ABOUT DOTTY
Dorothy Mackaill's great-great
something-or-other was Bobby
Burns,thefamousScotch poet,and
she's as popular in Hollywood
as golf—'nother Scotch import.
Her favorite pet is a Brazilian
monkey. You see the monk in the
new FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE,
"SAFE IN HELL." Dorothy has
smoked LUCKIES for six years,
and not a cent was paid for her
statement, so we're making a
sweeping bow and saying,
"Thanks, Dorothy Mackaill."

me Lucky Strike
every fime"
"My throat is all important to me. No harsh irritants for
yours truly. Give me LUCKY STRIKE every time. And pat
yourself on the back for your new Cellophane wrapper
with that tab which makes the package so easy to open."

asted

Your Throat Protection-'f^cSais^ irritation-against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE— 60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N.B. C. networks.

